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Abstract $(!
 $)!
Extensive research shows that more species-rich assemblages are generally more $*!
productive and efficient in resource use than comparable assemblages with fewer %+!
species. But the question of how diversity simultaneously affects the wide variety of %"!
ecological functions that ecosystems perform remains relatively understudied, and it %#!
presents several analytical and empirical challenges that remain unresolved. In %$!
particular, researchers have developed several disparate metrics to quantify %%!
multifunctionality, each characterizing different aspects of the concept, and each with %&!
pros and cons. We compare four approaches to characterizing multifunctionality and %'!
its dependence on biodiversity, quantifying 1) magnitudes of multiple individual %(!
functions separately, 2) the extent to which different species promote different %)!
functions, 3) the average level of a suite of functions, and 4) the number of functions %*!
that simultaneously exceed a critical threshold. We illustrate each approach using data &+!
from the pan-European BIODEPTH experiment and the R multifunc package &"!
developed for this purpose, evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each approach, &#!
and implement several methodological improvements. We conclude that a extension &$!
of the fourth approach that systematically explores all possible threshold values &%!
provides the most comprehensive description of multifunctionality to date. We outline &&!
this method and recommend its use in future research.  &'!&(!
! $!
“You keep using that word. I do not think it means what you think it means.” – I. &(!
Montoya, 1987 &)!
 &*!
INTRODUCTION '+!
 '"!
Nearly 20 years of empirical work has clearly shown that losing species can impact a '#!
wide variety of ecosystem processes such as primary production and nutrient cycling '$!
(Balvanera et al. 2006; Cardinale et al. 2006; 2011), and that these impacts may equal '%!
or exceed those of many other human drivers of environmental change  (Hooper et al. '&!
2012; Tilman et al. 2012). These experiments primarily focus on biodiversity’s effect ''!
on single functions. However, accumulated evidence suggests that the impact of '(!
diversity is different, and potentially stronger, when multiple functions are considered ')!
together (Hector & Bagchi 2007; Gamfeldt et al. 2008). Here we consider the growth '*!
and development of research on biodiversity and multiple ecosystem function, and (+!
how we can best evaluate how diversity simultaneously can affect ecosystem ("!
‘multifunctionality’.  (#!
 ($!
Most experiments to date have measured the impacts of diversity loss on one or a few (%!
functions considered in isolation (see summaries by Hooper et al. 2005; Stachowicz et (&!
al. 2007; Cardinale et al. 2011). For such individual ecosystem processes, effects of ('!
diversity generally saturate at relatively low levels of species richness (see data ((!
summaries by Cardinale et al. 2006; 2011; but see Reich et al. 2012). In practice, ()!
human society values a suite of ecosystem properties, each of which has potential to (*!
respond to diversity loss (e.g., MEA 2005). It would clearly be valuable to quantify )+!
how ongoing diversity loss simultaneously influences the suite of functions or )"!
! %!
services that ecosystems provide, and whether the effect of diversity on multiple )#!
functions is different from the effect on individual functions. Our current )$!
understanding of how diversity affects ecosystem functioning may be limited or even )%!
biased by the current single-function approach if trade-offs or synergies among )&!
processes are ignored. )'!
 )(!
A few empirical studies suggest that diversity may increase the provision of several ))!
ecosystem processes simultaneously—the so-called 'multifunctionality' of )*!
ecosystems—and that effects of diversity on multifunctionality may not saturate at the *+!
low levels typical of single functions (e.g., Duffy et al. 2003; Hector & Bagchi 2007). *"!
Thus the magnitude of diversity’s impact may be stronger when multifunctionality is *#!
considered. Alternatively, trade-offs among different functions could render diverse *$!
systems less capable of providing multiple functions compared to monocultures of *%!
particular species (Zavaleta et al. 2010, Gamfeldt et al. 2013). The effect of diversity *&!
on multifunctionality thus could be smaller than the effect on any single function. *'!
However, we cannot assess the strength of diversity’s effect on multifunctionality *(!
from extant work because the few experiments that considered how diversity affects *)!
multiple functions simultaneously have used multiple analytical frameworks to **!
measure multifunctionality.  "++!
 "+"!
While we can define multifunctionality as the simultaneous performance of multiple "+#!
functions, how this definition is operationalized makes a critical difference to the "+$!
conclusions drawn from an experiment. Researchers have used four basic approaches "+%!
to explore the relationship between biodiversity and multifunctionality (Table 1). We "+&!
briefly present and then discuss them in more detail below. The simplest is the single "+'!
! &!
functions approach, which considers a collection of functions and asks qualitatively "+(!
whether more functions achieve higher values in the diverse mixture than at lower "+)!
levels of species richness (Duffy et al. 2003). Analysis of these univariate responses "+*!
provides information about the diversity-multifunctionality relationship but does not ""+!
provide any quantitative measure of multifunctionality.  A second, related method """!
(Hector and Bagchi 2007, Isbel et al. 2011), the turnover approach, tests whether ""#!
different sets of species promote different functions and has potential to quantify the ""$!
fraction of species that contribute to one or more functions. Third, the averaging ""%!
approach (Hooper and Vitousek 1998) aims to collapse multifunctionality into a ""&!
single metric that estimates the average value of multiple functions achieved in a ""'!
given assemblage or plot. Fourth, the threshold approach (Gamfeldt et al. 2008, ""(!
Zavaleta et al. 2010) tallies the number of functions that quantitatively exceed some "")!
pre-defined threshold of “functionality” in a given assemblage or plot.  ""*!
 "#+!
These four approaches provide very different means of evaluating the relationship "#"!
between diversity and multiple ecosystem functions and they require different "##!
assumptions and interpretations. Each has pros and cons (Table 1). None provides a "#$!
single omnibus metric of multifunctionality as currently implemented. Moreover, all "#%!
approaches share issues that require consideration in estimating multifunctionality. "#&!
For example, an inherent challenge in estimating multifunctionality is deciding "#'!
whether a negative or positive value of a function is considered 'desirable'. This "#(!
decision is necessary to create a single number as an index of multifunctionality.  It is "#)!
also inherently subjective and requires an explicit explanation of the rationale.  "#*!
 "$+!
! '!
In this paper, we provide a critical analysis of the four existing approaches for "$"!
measuring multifunctionality. We demonstrate the insights provided by modified "$#!
versions of each and we compare their strengths and weaknesses. We illustrate each "$$!
technique using the R package multifunc (http://github.com/jebyrnes/multifunc; "$%!
installation instructions code for this paper are in Supplementary Information 1) "$&!
applied to data from the European BIODEPTH experiment (Spehn et al. 2005), a "$'!
series of simultaneous experiments that manipulated diversity of grassland plants at "$(!
eight locations across Europe. Ultimately, we conclude that a modified version of the "$)!
threshold approach provides the most comprehensive and informative approach and "$*!
recommend its use for future research. Our hope is that this analysis will pave the way "%+!
for more rigorous and consistent analyses of the influence of biodiversity (or other "%"!
factors) on ecosystem multifunctionality.  "%#!
 "%$!
MEASURING MULTIFUNCTIONALITY "%%!
 "%&!
First steps: the single functions approach "%'!
 "%(!
A simple first pass at examining whether species diversity influences "%)!
multifunctionality is to qualitatively compare how diversity affects each of a group of "%*!
functions individually. Does a diverse mixture increase the levels of multiple "&+!
functions beyond what the average or even the best performing single species does? "&"!
Duffy et al. (2003) first took this approach that amounts to a qualitative precursor of "&#!
the threshold approach we describe later. That study examined how functions in "&$!
seagrass mesocosms responded to manipulation of grazer species richness. Most "&%!
functions reached their highest levels in single-species treatments, consistent with a "&&!
! (!
sampling effect.  However, different grazers maximized (achieved the highest "&'!
measured values of) different functions, such that only mixtures of grazer species "&(!
achieved similarly high values of several functions simultaneously. Thus, Duffy et al. "&)!
concluded that multiple species were necessary to support multiple functions "&*!
simultaneously at high levels (what they called the “multivariate dominance effect”).   "'+!
In such cases, where data for all monocultures are available, a simple examination of "'"!
single functions can provide clues as to how diversity influences multifunctionality. "'#!
 "'$!
 "'%!
An example of the single functions approach: the German BIODEPTH site "'&!
 "''!
To demonstrate the application of the single function approach and provide an "'(!
introduction to the dataset used throughout this paper, let us consider the pooled data "')!
from both blocks of year three at the German site of the pan-European BIODEPTH "'*!
experiment (see Spehn et al. 2005 for details). Briefly, BIODEPTH was a suite of "(+!
parallel experiments in which eight grasslands spanning the continent of Europe were "("!
seeded with different numbers of plant species drawn from local species pools. After "(#!
three years, seven functions were measured: aboveground biomass, belowground "($!
biomass, cotton decomposition, wood decomposition, light penetration, soil nitrogen, "(%!
and plant nitrogen, although not all functions were measured at all sites. In Germany, "(&!
a subset of five ecosystem functions were measured: aboveground biomass "('!
production, belowground biomass, cotton decomposition, soil nitrogen, and plant "((!
nitrogen. Here we follow the original authors and consider greater decomposition "()!
rates and lower soil nitrogen as desirable, the latter because it indicates greater total "(*!
resource use. ")+!
! )!
 ")"!
To examine the results for single functions, we fit separate linear models to estimate ")#!
how each of the five functions changes with species richness, rather than comparing ")$!
levels of functions in diverse communities to monoculture values (Figure 1; original ")%!
analyses were on a log scale, but the qualitative results do not differ). We found clear ")&!
effects of species richness on two functions (aboveground biomass F1,58=35.91, ")'!
p<0.0001; and total plant nitrogen (g N/m2) F1,58=15.25, p<0.001), some support for ")(!
richness effects on two others (cotton decomposition F1,58=2.91, p=0.09; and soil "))!
inorganic nitrogen pools sizes [nitrate + ammonium] F1,58=3.15, p=0.08), and no ")*!
effect of richness on belowground biomass (F1,58=0.03, p=0.86). In all cases but root "*+!
biomass, the trend was for species richness to increase function. In total, it appears "*"!
that diversity enhances multifunctionality in Germany by increasing the levels of "*#!
performance of more than one function (aboveground biomass and soil nitrogen). But "*$!
given the weak relationships between diversity and two of the functions, this strength "*%!
of this conclusion is ambiguous. Looking at those functions for which we have data, a "*&!
single species, the legume Trifolium pratense, had the highest observed values for "*'!
four of the five functions, further calling this conclusion into question (Spehn et al. "*(!
2005).    "*)!
 "**!
Strengths and weaknesses of the single functions approach #++!
 #+"!
Should researchers perform additional analyses of relationships between diversity and #+#!
multifunctionality, the single functions approach helps illuminate which individual #+$!
processes drive trends in multifunctionality. In the cases where there is a strong, #+%!
consistent positive or negative relationship between diversity and all measured #+&!
! *!
functions, a researcher may not need to perform additional analyses to argue that #+'!
biodiversity affects multifunctionality. #+(!
 #+)!
The single functions approach, however, cannot tell a researcher quantitatively how #+*!
diversity affects multifunctionality.  It only provides information for a qualitative #"+!
statement.  Furthermore, if some results are negative or nonlinear, even a qualitative #""!
statement about multifunctionality may not be straightforward.  Thus, the single #"#!
functions approach cannot be used as a standalone assessment of multifunctionality. #"$!
 #"%!
The Turnover Approach: Do different sets of species affect different functions? #"&!
 #"'!
A positive link between species richness and multifunctionality depends on either #"(!
variation among species in their contributions to different functions and/or #")!
interactions among species that enhance multiple functions. In cases where the single #"*!
functions approach suggests evidence for multifunctionality, each function still may ##+!
be driven by one or a few species (the selection effect sensu Aarssen 1997; Loreau & ##"!
Hector 2001). The question remains whether there is “turnover with respect to ###!
multifunctionality”, i.e., whether different species are responsible for different ##$!
functions.  ##%!
 ##&!
Estimating turnover in functional contributions requires determining which species ##'!
contribute to each function and then assessing the redundancy of species contributions ##(!
to each function (Hector & Bagchi 2007). This involves two steps, each of which ##)!
requires careful consideration.  ##*!
 #$+!
! "+!
First, we must quantify the effect of each species on each ecosystem function by #$"!
modeling the level of a given function in each plot as a function of the #$#!
presence/absence of each species. The data requirements for such models can be high: #$$!
generally they require good replication of each individual species in both monoculture #$%!
and multiple different species mixtures across a diversity gradient. Previous studies #$&!
have used linear models without interactions (Hector & Bagchi 2007; He et al. 2009; #$'!
Isbell et al. 2011), though allowing for interactions may more accurately capture #$(!
species’ contributions to functions (Kirwan et al. 2009). We discuss when this is #$)!
appropriate, and the additional issues raised by models with interaction effects below. #$*!
Another open question is how to implement appropriate model selection techniques to #%+!
identify species that contribute significantly to a function. While this question is #%"!
particularly relevant to the overlap approach, it is beyond the scope of our discussion #%#!
here.  #%$!
 #%%!
Second, we obtain the relationship between the number of functions and the #%&!
cumulative number of species influencing at least one function by examining the #%'!
overlap (i.e., as quantified by a similarity index) of the contributing species pools for #%(!
each function or combination of functions from fit models.  The estimate of species #%)!
turnover among different functions is the inverse of this overlap.  #%*!
 #&+!
Turnover can be evaluated quantitatively by examining how the cumulative number #&"!
of species influencing ecosystem functioning changes with the number of functions, #&#!
via simulation of all possible combinations of functions. At one extreme, if each #&$!
species uniquely influences one and only one function, then the number of species #&%!
promoting ecosystem function would scale positively and linearly with the number of #&&!
! ""!
functions with a slope of 1 (Hector and Bagchi 2007). At the other extreme, if all #&'!
ecosystem processes were influenced by the same set of species, the slope would be #&(!
zero. Previously observed relationships lie between these two extremes, indicating #&)!
that there is some turnover in species between functions (Hector and Bagchi 2007; #&*!
Isbell et al. 2011). #'+!
 #'"!
Critically, the relationship between species richness and multifunctionality depends #'#!
on the relative proportion of positive and negative effects of species and the sizes of #'$!
those effects. To date the turnover approach has only been applied to species with a #'%!
positive effect on an ecosystem function (Hector & Bagchi 2007; He et al. 2009; #'&!
Isbell et al. 2011). However, some species could also have negative effects on some #''!
functions; including such effects can have large implications for how diversity #'(!
influences ecosystem multifunctionality.  #')!
 #'*!
To integrate the overlapping effects of both positive and negative contributions, we #(+!
propose two additional analyses. First, we suggest a test for correlation between the #("!
number of significantly positive and significantly negative effects of a species on #(#!
different ecosystem functions.  This estimates the potential for trade-offs among #($!
functions and whether species have predominantly positive or negative effects on #(%!
ecosystem functions. Second, investigators can estimate the impact of trade-offs more #(&!
quantitatively by examining the relationship between the average standardized #('!
positive effect size of a species on all functions it affects and the average standardized #((!
negative effect size of a species on all functions it affects, drawn from the statistical #()!
fits developed in the first step, above. By standardized, we refer to standardized #(*!
regression coefficients where rxy = b * sdx/sdy. This indicates whether species have #)+!
! "#!
quantitatively similar positive and negative effects on those functions they impact. By #)"!
combining these two relationships, we can infer whether positive and negative effects #)#!
cancel each other out, or whether one type is dominant. For example, if species have #)$!
predominantly positive effects on different functions, and the strengths of positive #)%!
effects are greater on average than those of negative effects, then turnover of species #)&!
likely contributes to a positive relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem #)'!
multifunctionality.  #)(!
 #))!
An example of the turnover approach  #)*!
 #*+!
Returning to the BIODEPTH example from Germany, we applied a stepwise AIC #*"!
model selection approach to fit linear additive models to each function to obtain the #*#!
minimally adequate set of species affecting each function, as in Hector and Bagchi #*$!
(2007). We then examined the relationship between the number of functions and the #*%!
cumulative fraction of the species pool that had a positive or negative effect on those #*&!
functions (Fig. 2). As the number of functions considered increases, a larger #*'!
cumulative fraction of species had a positive effect on at least one of the functions in #*(!
the set. The relationship appears to approach saturation as the number of functions #*)!
increases (i.e., at 5 functions). For the average single function, roughly 19.4% of the #**!
planted species pool (note, other analyses have used observed species pool) had a $++!
significant positive effect and 14.8% had a negative effect. When all five functions $+"!
were considered, roughly 54% of species contributed positively and 48% contributed $+#!
negatively to the set of functions. These two results suggest that there is substantial $+$!
functional uniqueness among the species that affect the functions in the BIODEPTH $+%!
Germany site – both positively and negatively.  $+&!
! "$!
 $+'!
The net effect of diversity on multifunctionality depends on the balance of positive $+(!
and negative effects by species.  We found that as the number of positive effects that a $+)!
species had on ecosystem functions increased, so did the number of negative effects $+*!
(Fig. 3a, Spearman rank correlation = 0.47, t1,29=1.93 p=0.006). Similarly, as positive $"+!
effect sizes increased, so did negative effect sizes, suggesting tradeoffs of species $""!
effects on different ecosystem functions (correlation between the average positive and $"#!
negative effect sizes of species: Spearman rank correlation = -0.75, t1,29=-4.14, $"$!
p<0.001).  However, effect sizes of positive effects tended to be larger than effect $"%!
sizes of negative effects (Fig. 3b, deviation from a 1:-1 line, t=2.96, df=30, $"&!
p=0.0059), suggesting that as more species are added, there will be a net gain in $"'!
multifunctionality.  Note, however, that the deviation here is driven largely by one $"(!
species, Crepis biennis. With that species removed, the deviation of positive and $")!
negative effect sizes from the 1:-1 line becomes nonsignificant (p=0.691), indicating $"*!
no net effect of adding more species to the community. Thus, it is difficult to say from $#+!
the overlap analysis alone whether diversity is strongly linked to actual levels of $#"!
multifunctionality in the German BIODEPTH site.   $##!
 $#$!
Strengths and weaknesses of the turnover approach $#%!
 $#&!
The turnover approach provides a way to evaluate whether different sets of species $#'!
drive different functions. The biggest strength of this approach is that it identifies $#(!
which species have positive, negative, or neutral effects for each function and tests $#)!
whether these sets differ among functions. By generalizing this approach to examine $#*!
the balance of positive and negative effects, we can more accurately determine how $$+!
! "%!
different functions depend on different species, and whether such differences can $$"!
explain observed effects of diversity on multifunctionality.  $$#!
 $$$!
The turnover approach has several shortcomings, however.  It provides no $$%!
quantitative estimate of the extent to which changes in species richness influence $$&!
multifunctionality.  If this approach unambiguously demonstrates greater positive $$'!
than negative species’ effect sizes across species and functions, then increasing $$(!
diversity will increase multifunctionality in the system.  But the turnover approach $$)!
does not measure multifunctionality per se.   $$*!
 $%+!
Furthermore, the turnover approach has two stringent data and analytic requirements $%"!
necessary for interpretation.  First, the relationships between diversity and individual $%#!
functions should have similar sign and form; if they differ strongly, results from the $%$!
turnover approach can be difficult to interpret. Second, estimating individual species $%%!
effects requires designs that include each species in a variety of compositional $%&!
treatments so that variable selection techniques can determine which species are $%'!
important. Since many current biodiversity-ecosystem function experiments consist $%(!
solely of monocultures and a single mixture treatment, they may not be amenable to $%)!
analysis using the turnover technique. Even when data are available to estimate effect $%*!
sizes of individual species, if species interact (e.g., the effect of species A changes in $&+!
the presence of species B, as through competition or facilitation), the modeled effect $&"!
sizes could be inaccurate.  Models that include such interactions may better estimate $&#!
species’ effect sizes, but also require even more data (Kirwan et al. 2009). For these $&$!
reasons, we recommend that researchers exercise caution when and where they utilize $&%!
the turnover approach. $&&!
! "&!
 $&'!
The averaging approach: What is the average effect of changing diversity on $&(!
multiple ecosystem functions? $&)!
 $&*!
A simple technique for summarizing ecosystem multifunctionality involves averaging $'+!
standardized values of multiple functions into a single index. This averaging approach $'"!
was first suggested as an index of ‘relative resource use’ (Hooper & Vitousek 1998) $'#!
to summarize the depletion of multiple types of nutrients by a plant assemblage for $'$!
comparison across plots with different richness of plant functional groups. This $'%!
averaging approach represents apparently the first attempt at a measurement of $'&!
multifunctionality in the diversity-function literature. Its simplicity has led others to $''!
use it as well (Mouillot et al. 2011; Maestre et al. 2012a; b).  $'(!
 $')!
The general application of the technique is straightforward. For each function $'*!
measured, standardize the values to have the same scale. For functions where negative $(+!
values indicate higher levels of function (e.g., low soil nitrate equates to high resource $("!
use by plants), values should be ‘reflected’ to appear on the same scale (see below) $(#!
before standardizing. An index of average function is then created by taking the mean $($!
value across all functions in a plot. This averaged multifunctionality index (MFa) for a $(%!
plot can be expressed as  $(&!
 $('!
! 
MFa =
1
F g ri f i( )( )i=1
F
"
 (1) $((!
 $()!
! "'!
where F is the number of functions being measured, fi are the measures of function i,ri $(*!
is a mathematical function that reflects fi to be positive, if deemed necessary (see $)+!
discussion in the introduction), and g is a transformation to standardize all measures $)"!
of function to the same scale. For functions that need to be reflected, ri can take the $)#!
form of -fi+max(fi) or just –fi, depending on considerations based on standardization $)$!
functions discussed below.  More complex types of averaged indices (e.g., taking into $)%!
account variances, geometric means, etc.) are of course also possible. $)&!
 $)'!
Once any necessary reflections have been done so that all functions are in the desired $)(!
direction, the values for each function must be standardized before averaging to $))!
remove the effects of differences in measurement scale between functions. There are a $)*!
wide variety of standardization methods, all of which yield similar results (Maestre et $*+!
al. 2012b). The two most common are the z-transformation (Mouillot et al. 2011; $*"!
Maestre et al. 2012b) and a standardization by a maximum observed value (Hooper & $*#!
Vitousek 1998; Maestre et al. 2012a). While z-transforming functions may improve $*$!
their properties for analysis using traditional linear statistics (Maestre et al. 2012b), $*%!
we recommend standardizing by a chosen maximum value as we have done here. We $*&!
make this recommendation both because 1) researchers may want to move beyond $*'!
linear models and 2) standardizing the scale of a multifunctional index by a maximum $*(!
value creates a metric that is intuitively interpretable: the proportion of maximum $*)!
multifunction achieved by a single plot. We recognize that using a maximum value $**!
for standardization has some problems (e.g., sensitivity to outliers). See the %++!
thresholding approach below for several alternative ways of determining a maximum.  %+"!
 %+#!
! "(!
After standardizing the measured values of each function within an individual %+$!
experimental plot, the standardized values are averaged to obtain a mean value of %+%!
functioning for that plot. Note that equation 1 assumes that all functions are weighted %+&!
equally in calculating the averaged multifunction index. Alternate weightings are also %+'!
possible, which may be desirable in applied management. For example, if biomass %+(!
production is deemed twice as important as decomposition for land management, a %+)!
weighted averaged index may be preferable. In either case, the index can be used to %+*!
assess how the average level of multiple ecosystem functions changes with diversity. %"+!
 %""!
An example of the averaging approach %"#!
 %"$!
First, we identify those functions from the German BIODEPTH data for which lower %"%!
values are considered positive contributions to ecosystem functioning, and reflect %"&!
them by multiplying by -1 (equation 1). We reflected values of soil nitrogen, as low %"'!
values indicate greater resource capture or greater mobilization of N from the soils %"(!
despite loss to leaching (Scherer-Lorenzen et al. 2003). We also added the unreflected %")!
maximum to this function so that the lowest level of transformed function is 0 as %"*!
discussed above. We then divided each function by its maximum value to scale all %#+!
functions between 0 and 1. Finally, we created the multifunctionality index by taking %#"!
the unweighted average of all five functions. %##!
 %#$!
A linear model shows that plant richness positively affects average function, MFa at %#%!
the German BIODEPTH site (Fig. 4, Diversity F1,22=22.554, p<0.001, slope estimate %#&!
= 0.0133 ± 0.0028 SE). This is interpreted to mean that for every species added to the %#'!
system, the average value across all functions increases by roughly 1% of its %#(!
! ")!
maximum value. This averaging approach suggests that species richness increases %#)!
multifunctionality in the German site. However, without combining this approach %#*!
with the single function analysis, we cannot say whether this result is driven by %$+!
diversity affecting one, two, or all of the observed functions. Thus there is still %$"!
substantial ambiguity as to whether this is a representative measure of %$#!
multifunctionality on its own. %$$!
 %$%!
Strengths and weaknesses of the averaging approach %$&!
 %$'!
The averaging approach provides a seemingly intuitive way to assess changes in %$(!
several ecosystem functions simultaneously. Its interpretation—change in the average %$)!
level of a suite of ecosystem functions—is clear. Very high levels of the MFa index %$*!
(e.g., near 1) unambiguously mean that many functions are achieving high levels of %%+!
performance. But the averaging approach only provides clearly interpretable results at %%"!
high values of MFa. In such cases, most functions must be performing at high levels.  %%#!
At intermediate values of MFa, however, it is not possible to distinguish between %%$!
multiple functions performing at intermediate values from some performing at high %%%!
values while others perform at low values. Although the averaged index values are %%&!
equal in the two cases, we would interpret them in very different ways with respect to %%'!
multifunctionality. Second, at very low values of MFa, we cannot distinguish the case %%(!
where a treatment has no effect on either of two functions from the case where %%)!
diversity has a positive effect on one function and a negative effect on the other. Thus %%*!
it is necessary to look at both the single function and MFa curves separately to discern %&+!
the underlying relationship between biodiversity and multifunctionality. Finally, in %&"!
practical terms, we may often not view different functions as substitutes, meaning that %&#!
! "*!
a decrease in one function cannot be compensated by an increase in another %&$!
(Gamfeldt et al. 2008).  %&%!
 %&&!
The Threshold approach: Are multiple species needed to maximize multiple %&'!
functions?  %&(!
 %&)!
To remedy the weaknesses of the averaging approach, we need to evaluate whether %&*!
multiple functions are simultaneously performing at high levels. This is accomplished %'+!
by the threshold approach.  In the biodiversity-multifunctionality literature, previous %'"!
efforts to accomplish this have tallied the number of functions that simultaneously %'#!
surpass some threshold (Gamfeldt & Hillebrand 2008; Zavaleta et al. 2010; Peter et %'$!
al. 2011), generally by creating an index of the number of functions surpassing the %'%!
threshold in each experimental plot or unit (Zavaleta et al. 2010).   %'&!
 %''!
To calculate the threshold-based index of multifunctionality, MFt, one first needs to %'(!
define a threshold. This threshold is normally some percentage of the maximum %')!
observed value of each function. Other biologically or management related reference %'*!
values can also be used. Different thresholds can even be used for different functions. %(+!
The maximum approach raises two questions. First, what value should be used as the %("!
‘maximum’ for an experiment? Second, what is the appropriate percentage of that %(#!
maximum? For the first question, the highest observed value for a function could be %($!
taken as an estimate of the highest attainable value, but because it is necessarily a %(%!
single observation, it could also be an outlier due to observation error, process noise, %(&!
or other factors. The chance of using a spuriously high maximum value can be %('!
reduced by averaging multiple values to estimate the maximum.  Here, we use the %((!
! #+!
mean of the n+1 highest measurements of a function across all richness levels in an %()!
experiment as our maximum, where n is the smallest sample size of a single richness %(*!
treatment level. An alternative approach is to define the maximum by some arbitrary %)+!
subset, say the top 5%, of all plots (Zavaleta et al. 2010) or some relevant %)"!
management target.  %)#!
 %)$!
Once we have settled on a maximum value for each function, we next must decide on %)%!
the appropriate proportion of that maximum value for each function to serve as our %)&!
threshold value, ti, to create a threshold index for a given plot: %)'!
 %)(!
   (2) %))!
 %)*!
where F is the total number of functions and fi is the value for function i in a given %*+!
plot, which may be reflected as discussed in previous sections (using the %*"!
mathematical function ri).  Note that, as with the averaging approach, functions may %*#!
need to be reflected to appropriately capture the desired direction of effects. From this %*$!
equation we can see that the choice of threshold will influence the value of the %*%!
resulting index, and we anticipate that diversity will have a stronger association with %*&!
multifunctionality at some choices of threshold than at others. We return to this issue %*'!
in the section on the multiple threshold approach below.  %*(!
 %*)!
An example of the threshold approach %**!
For the five functions measured at the German BIODEPTH site, we assessed &++!
multifunctionality at an arbitrarily chosen threshold of 80% of each function, using as &+"!
the maximum value the mean of the seven highest observations for each function (n=6 &+#!
! #"!
for the 16 species polyculture). We first calculated the number of functions &+$!
performing at or above 80% of this maximum in each plot. We then fit a generalized &+%!
linear model with a quasipoisson error to estimate a linear relationship predicting the &+&!
number of functions performing at or above their threshold as a function of planted &+'!
species richness. We selected this model after considering a number of issues &+(!
regarding using count data and the model’s functional form, both of which can be &+)!
influenced by the goals of the analysis and the experimental design (Supplementary &+*!
Material 2) and can differ between experiments.  &"+!
 &""!
We evaluated the fit of our model regressing multifunctionality on species richness in &"#!
two ways. First, we performed a likelihood ratio test to show that the inclusion of &"$!
species richness provided a better fit than a model with only an intercept (!2=15.91, &"%!
DF=1, p<0.001). Second, we estimated the coefficient describing the relationship &"&!
between species richness and multifunctionality (the number of functions reaching at &"'!
least 80% of maximum) as 0.113 ± 0.033 SE, which is strongly supported as being &"(!
different from zero (t=3.42, p=0.001). This coefficient estimate means, roughly, that &")!
ten additional species are needed to bring one more function above our chosen &"*!
threshold at the Germany site. &#+!
 &#"!
Does the strength of the diversity effect on multifunctionality change with the choice &##!
of threshold? One might expect that diversity has a stronger effect as higher &#$!
thresholds are imposed, i.e., that more species are needed to maintain a suite of &#%!
functions at high thresholds. To evaluate this question we first calculated MFt &#&!
(equation 2) using 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% as our threshold values. Diversity &#'!
positively affected the number of functions exceeding threshold at values of 40 and &#(!
! ##!
60%. In contrast, the relationship between richness and MFt became flatter at higher &#)!
threshold values and the intercept was lower (Fig. 5), where few functions exceeded &#*!
the threshold at any level of diversity.  The relationship was also relatively flat at low &$+!
threshold values but the intercept was higher, where nearly all functions achieved the &$"!
threshold. The threshold approach shows that diversity influences multifunctionality &$#!
at the German BIODEPTH site, but that the strength of this relationship is sensitive to &$$!
the choice of threshold value.   &$%!
 &$&!
Strengths and weaknesses of the threshold approach &$'!
 &$(!
Assessing multifunctionality at the plot level with a threshold-based approach &$)!
provides a powerful, flexible method. It captures the number of functions performing &$*!
well even in the presence of tradeoffs and correlations among functions. For example, &%+!
if one function is always maximized when another is minimized, then this tradeoff &%"!
will be clear because the number of functions greater than a threshold will never equal &%#!
the total number of functions measured. The threshold approach can also be used &%$!
whether the relationship between diversity and individual functions is linear or &%%!
nonlinear. &%&!
 &%'!
The coefficient describing the relationship between diversity and number of functions &%(!
reaching a threshold has a clear interpretation. If a linear function is fitted, the slope &%)!
represents the change in number of functions meeting threshold per species added or &%*!
subtracted. If, on the other hand, the relationship is exponential (i.e., log(MFt) is a &&+!
linear function of richness), then the slope can be easily transformed: erichness-1 is &&"!
approximately the proportional change in function per change in number of species. &&#!
! #$!
Last, in the unusual event that a researcher can measure every unique function of &&$!
interest in a system (for example, in a specific management application), logistic &&%!
regression can be used to estimate a coefficient that is interpreted as the log odds &&&!
ratios of including a new function per species added or subtracted. If only some are &&'!
measured, the relationship may not be asymptotic within the bounds of the number of &&(!
functions measured. &&)!
 &&*!
Despite these advantages, the single threshold approach is not a perfect measure of &'+!
multifunctionality for at least three reasons. First, the choice of threshold is often &'"!
arbitrary.  Second, the magnitude of each function is captured imperfectly and only &'#!
indirectly as the threshold changes. For example, even if multiple functions pass a &'$!
threshold value, MFt does not reveal whether they pass by a small or large margin. &'%!
Finally, examining only a single threshold value may miss some critical value at &'&!
which diversity has its strongest impact. Conversely, choosing a threshold based on &''!
diversity’s strongest effect involves circular reasoning, and should be avoided. We &'(!
lose information with this approach either way. &')!
 &'*!
The Multiple Threshold Approach to Evaluating Diversity Effects on &(+!
Multifunctionality &("!
 &(#!
If the choice of an arbitrary threshold can obscure diversity’s role in influencing &($!
multifunctionality, what is the solution?  The changing slope of MFt on species &(%!
richness at different thresholds (Fig. 6) suggests a solution to the problem of arbitrary &(&!
thresholds and a way of more fully examining the fingerprint of diversity on &('!
! #%!
multifunctionality. This involves plotting the effect of diversity on multifunctionality &((!
(MFt) across the full range of thresholds between 0 and 100%. &()!
 &(*!
A systematic examination of this distribution provides an information-rich picture of &)+!
how diversity influences multifunctionality. Plotting threshold choice (x) against &)"!
slope of MFt on richness (y) reveals multiple pieces of information about how &)#!
diversity influences multifunctionality, not limited to just the maximum effect of &)$!
diversity (slope) and the threshold at which this effect is achieved (Fig. 7).  The &)%!
curves in Figures 6 and 7 provide a profile of the effect of diversity on &)&!
multifunctionality.  These curves provide several key metrics that can help us &)'!
understand the relationship between diversity and multifunctionality via examining &)(!
multiple threshold choices.  Four metrics in particular give us key information about &))!
the how diversity can influence multifunctionality:  &)*!
 &*+!
• Minimum Threshold (Tmin):  The lowest threshold where diversity begins to &*"!
have an effect (i.e., a slope that is significantly greater than or less than 0). &*#!
This indicates the proportion of maximal functioning at which &*$!
multifunctionality becomes influenced by changes in species richness.  &*%!
 &*&!
• Maximum Threshold (Tmax): The value of the threshold beyond which the &*'!
slope first declines to be not significantly different from zero.  This measures &*(!
the upper threshold beyond which diversity has no effect on &*)!
multifunctionality.  &**!
 '++!
! #&!
• Threshold of Maximum Diversity Effect (Tmde): The value of the threshold '+"!
where diversity has its strongest positive or negative effect (i.e., most extreme '+#!
slope values on the y axis), Fig. 8d-f.  '+$!
 '+%!
• Realized Maximum Effect of Diversity (Rmde): The strength of the '+&!
relationship (i.e., slope) where diversity has its strongest positive and/or '+'!
negative effects indicates the maximum observed effect size of species '+(!
richness on number of functions surpassing the threshold.     '+)!
 '+*!
We can conclude that diversity is a strong driver of multifunctionality if Tmin is low, '"+!
Tmax is high, and both Tmde and Rmde are likewise high.  These metrics do not tell the '""!
complete story, of course.  Additional metrics can provide more nuance to our '"#!
interpretation of how biodiversity influences multifunctionality.  This nuance may be '"$!
ideal for examining how biodiversity influences multifunctionality in a single system, '"%!
but less informative when comparing across systems and experiments.  These metrics '"&!
are: '"'!
 '"(!
• Minimum Diversity Independent Multifunction (Mmin): The number of '")!
functions achieving the threshold at Tmin.  In combination with Tmin this '"*!
indicates whether, independent of diversity, the system has low or high '#+!
baseline multifunctionality, and thus how much influence diversity can have '#"!
relative to a baseline.  '##!
 '#$!
• Maximum Diversity Independent Multifunctionality (Mmax): The number '#%!
of functions achieving the threshold at Tmax.  This measures the number of '#&!
! #'!
functions that are able to achieve high levels of performance in a system '#'!
simultaneously.  '#(!
 '#)!
• Diversity Maximized Multifunctionality (Mmde): The number of functions '#*!
achieving Tmde at the highest level of diversity.  '$+!
 '$"!
• Proportion of maximum possible diversity effect (Pmde): The slope of Rmde '$#!
can be compared with the maximum possible slope of the relationship for the '$$!
design of the experiment, which is simply the # of functions divided by '$%!
highest number of species used in the experiment. Pmde gives the proportion of '$&!
the maximum possible relative importance of diversity for multifunctionality '$'!
realized in this experimental system.  '$(!
 '$)!
 '$*!
An example of the multiple threshold approach '%+!
 '%"!
Examining the relationship between threshold choice and slope of the diversity- MFt '%#!
relationship shows that in Germany, diversity had a moderate impact on '%$!
multifunctionality (Fig. 6, Table 2). The 95% confidence intervals around the '%%!
estimated slopes reveal whether the estimates overlap 0, giving a test of the threshold '%&!
values at which diversity has no effect on multifunctionality. For Germany, the '%'!
relationship peaks at a threshold of 50% (Tmde) with a slope of roughly 0.17 functions '%(!
added per species. However, species richness is positively related to '%)!
multifunctionality (MFt) at thresholds between roughly 15% (Tmin) and 98% (Tmax). '%*!
For a sense of scale of the strongest effect of diversity, we note that for the German '&+!
! #(!
BIODEPTH experiment’s range of diversity levels (1-16 species) and number of '&"!
functions measured (5), the maximum possible slope of the relationship between '&#!
species richness and the number of functions greater than a threshold is ~ 0.312 (i.e. '&$!
5/16).  At its strongest, diversity thus has 54%  (Pmde) of the maximum possible effect '&%!
on multifunctionality within the design of this experiment. Diversity could not '&&!
simultaneously drive all functions to their maxima; that is, while diversity did '&'!
increase multifunctionality in this system above values seen in monocultures, and had '&(!
significant positive effects even at high threshold values (90-95%), the decreasing '&)!
slope at higher thresholds indicates that high species richness did not guarantee that '&*!
all functions performed at their highest levels. Indeed, from Fig. 6, Mmax ~ 1 species. ''+!
Thus, diversity has a moderate effect on multifunctionality based on our criteria ''"!
above. ''#!
 ''$!
We can further illustrate the value of the multiple threshold approach by comparing ''%!
metrics of diversity effects on multifunctionality across sites in a comparative context.  ''&!
Here, we compare three other BIODEPTH sites: Portugal, Sweden, and Sheffield '''!
(Fig. 8, Table 2) as they show three contrasting patterns. In Portugal, diversity had a ''(!
small positive effect on multifunctionality (MFt) at low threshold values but none at '')!
moderate to high thresholds. This means that increasing diversity could promote ''*!
multifunctionality only if low thresholds of functioning were sufficient. The effects of '(+!
diversity on multifunctionality in Portugal are weak. In Sweden, by contrast, diversity '("!
drove multiple functions to moderate levels at low to medium thresholds, but had no '(#!
effect at high thresholds (Tmax = 73%).  Pmde was roughly equivalent to Germany '($!
(53%) as was Mmax (~2.2 species) although at a lower threshold. Thus, Sweden has a '(%!
moderate effect of diversity on multifunctionality, similar to Germany.  Finally, at '(&!
! #)!
Sheffield, diversity had a clear positive effect on multifunctionality. Tmde was at 83% '('!
and Tmax  was at 95%. Even at Tmax, nearly 3 functions were still performing well, and '((!
nearly 4 at Tmde. Multiple functions were simultaneously driven to high levels of '()!
performance by increasing plant richness.  '(*!
 ')+!
As shown in the above examples, by putting these metrics together, with the figures ')"!
showing the relationships between diversity and number of functions above ')#!
thresholds (Fig. 8), we gain a full picture of how diversity is driving ')$!
multifunctionality: it is weak in Portugal, moderate in Sweden and Germany, and ')%!
strong in Sheffield.  ')&!
  ')'!
Strengths and weaknesses of the multiple threshold approach ')(!
 '))!
The suite of metrics generated by the multiple threshold approach provide powerful ')*!
information for analyzing multifunctionality, especially when combined with analyses '*+!
of the relationship between diversity and single functions. Reporting these metrics for '*"!
other studies should also prove useful for future meta-analyses that will allow a '*#!
quantitative evaluation of the nature and extent of multifunctionality in ecosystems. '*$!
The multiple threshold approach provides more information and flexibility than any '*%!
other approach we have reviewed. Overall, the relationship between threshold and the '*&!
influence of diversity on the number of functions above that threshold provides the '*'!
fingerprint of diversity’s influence on multifunctionality. The multiple threshold '*(!
approach provides a nuanced view of multifunctionality that allows for direct '*)!
comparison among experiments and among treatments within an experiment.  '**!
 (++!
! #*!
The two significant weaknesses we see with this approach are that it provides 1) a (+"!
suite of metrics rather than a single one and 2) phenomenological rather than (+#!
mechanistic information. To answer the first, we have concluded that the inherently (+$!
complex relationships between changing biodiversity and ecosystem functioning are (+%!
difficult to capture in a single metric. To answer the second, any analysis of (+&!
multifunctionality must be coupled with analysis of diversity’s impact on single (+'!
functions – or even the impact of key species - to fully understand the mechanisms (+(!
underlying the observed patterns of diversity effects on multifunctionality. (+)!
 (+*!
CONCLUSIONS ("+!
 (""!
Understanding how changing biodiversity influences the broad suite of processes that ("#!
ecosystems perform is not simple. Here we compared the most commonly used ("$!
approaches to characterize multifunctionality. Our analysis shows that systematically ("%!
exploring how diversity affects multiple functions across the full range of possible ("&!
thresholds provides an informative “fingerprint” of diversity effects on ("'!
multifunctionality. The multiple threshold approach provides the most complete and ("(!
unambiguous summary of the relationships between biodiversity and (")!
multifunctionality to date. It addresses many of the ambiguities and problems of ("*!
previous methods.  (#+!
 (#"!
Our analysis has focused on how to summarize information on the effects of species (##!
richness on multiple ecosystem processes most efficiently and accurately. But (#$!
understanding multifunctionality mechanistically still requires that such analyses of (#%!
multifunctionality be complemented with analysis of the effects of species richness on (#&!
! $+!
individual functions. The approaches presented here are not the only available (#'!
analytic tools. Although beyond the scope of our discussion, other approaches such as (#(!
Structural Equation Modeling (Grace et al. 2010) are potentially promising for (#)!
incorporating tradeoffs, feedbacks, and other interactions among functions in a more (#*!
explicit mechanistic manner. Similarly, extrapolating statistical estimates of ($+!
individual species effects and interactions to simulate and explore untested species ($"!
compositions may be useful in more thoroughly investigating effects of diversity on ($#!
multifunctionality.  This latter approach can be particularly promising in the presence ($$!
of complex nonlinearities and species interactions. ($%!
 ($&!
The field of biodiversity and ecosystem multifunctionality is still relatively data poor ($'!
compared to explorations of biodiversity effects on single ecosystem functions. In no ($(!
small part, this is due to the complex issues generated by the analysis of ($)!
multifunctionality, the effort to conduct experiments with many levels of species ($*!
richness, and the difficulty of measuring more than a handful of functions. These (%+!
logistical issues are surmountable.  What is important, now, is to use a common (%"!
analytical framework to better enable comparisons among experiments as more (%#!
information becomes available.  With results of our comparative analysis in hand, we (%$!
hope that use of the tools and techniques outlined here and implemented in the (%%!
multifunc package for R will assist in amassing a solid body of data, amenable to (%&!
investigation of overall trends and underlying mechanisms. We look forward to (%'!
seeing the field advance. (%(!
 (%)!
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Location Tmin Tmax Tmde Rmde Pmde Mmin Mmax Mmde 
Germany 15% 97% 50% 0.16 52.79% 5.06 1.14 4.47 
Portugal 9% 49% 32% 0.22 50.80% 6.10 4.11 6.44 
Sweden -- 73% 46% 0.27 53.53% -- 2.20 4.78 
Sheffield 58% 95% 83% 0.19 58.39% 4.26 2.71 3.89 !!!
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Supplementary Information 2: Choice of underlying model for threshold approach 
 
We chose a quasipoisson error distribution as 1) we are dealing with count data (O'Hara 
& Kotze 2010) and 2) the data are likely to be overdispersed (and if not, the dispersion 
coefficient should converge to 0). We eschewed a negative binomial error, as we had no 
expectation that the variance around our fitted relationship is skewed (Ver Hoef & 
Boveng 2007). We chose a linear model for the ease of interpretation of the slope 
coefficient – the change in the number of functions greater than the threshold per change 
in species richness. Taking its inverse, we have an estimate of the number of species 
needed per function. However, we could have fit our model with a log link function, in 
which case the coefficient for species richness can be interpreted by exponentiating it and 
subtracting one to assess the change in percent of functions greater than the threshold per 
change in species richness. The log link also has the advantage of never predicting values 
of number of functions less than 0. The curves generated by the two fit quite similarly 
(the difference in deviance of the two models is ~1), so for the purposes of this example, 
we will continue discussing the linear model. Finally, we note that one could have 
divided the number of functions greater than or equal to the threshold by the total number 
of functions measured to estimate the proportion of functions greater than the threshold. 
In this case, we would then fit a logit curve with a binomial error (Warton 2011). 
However, this method may be misinterpreted if all relevant functions in an ecosystem 
have not been measured (most likely in any real research situation). Conversely, if the set 
of functions measured are chosen for management purposes and the goal of the analysis 
is to examine the relationship between biodiversity and just that one set of functions are 
interest, then a logit approach may indeed be appropriate. !
